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2nd Interactive Webinar 24 November 2020 for the
H2020 SOS Climate Waterfront project by the CPONH NGO

‘Clustered Rainfall’ behind the Dutch coast’
ZOOM Recording with Passcode: !RKcCWv9 :
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/qwOvLDT0uHjoQc9E1vghAfFLhu3SATSAf7HAVPZd1z00s41XIL5BstPAHM5nF23i.T9Qi82mfm9uSQryq - Hosted by Karen Jonkers.
Pedro Ressano Garcia from Portugal as keynote speaker opened the
webinar by presenting the hard job of the ‘SOS Climate Waterfront’
project, to find adaptive and mitigating solutions to keep cities liveable
under the impact of climate change in costal cities. As he pointed out;
the project will not solve this global phenomenon easily, by sharing
experiences and design thoughts we can help each other making the
right choices locally, because in every city climate-change works out
differently. The solution lays in making local combinations of the six
paths show below.

Maarten Poort: ‘Hydraulic scientist’ of HHNK Water-authority in the

NW of the Netherlands; presented the situation of this ‘polder’ are in
situations of heavy rainfall. In the HHNK area of 90% of the land lays
below sea-level, the protection is created by 2.000 km of dikes in combination 20.000 km of channels for pumping water out of the 225 ‘polders’ with in total 2.174 areas with different water levels.
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SOS Climate Waterfront;
the program
The SOS Climate Waterfront program focusses on exchanging
knowledge by visiting other’s cities,
for reflection of each other’s work
in progress and as a possible start
for new work initiatives, on the subject of seawater-level rice and what
that does to cities and their citizens.
Central for reaching this general
goal are the ‘Secondment’ visits
whereby researchers and managers
of respectively academic and nonacademic organization based in
these cities, visit each other during
period of weeks, to give the others
and themselves the chance speeding-up results.
The workshops and conferences
therefor give creative moments to
meet others; for understanding
each other better and pushing reflection for bringing each other’s
personal work on a higher level.
CPONH NGO;
CPO Noord-Holland NGO started in
2008 with the mission to support civilian initiatives in the Northwest of
the Netherlands; to stimulate new
sustainable housing, and other sustainable initiatives. CPONH has supported many municipalities and civilian initiatives in the past years;
from which most of the initiatives
are realized on the island Texel.
ULHT University asked CPONH to
participate in the SOS Climate Waterfront H2020 research program;
because of its expertise in bottomup initiatives in the most wellknown
‘polder’
area
called
‘Noorderkwartier’ North of Amsterdam; an area on the three boarders
surrounded by water.
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The challenge of the future in these ‘polders’ according to Maarten
Poort is to handle heavy rainfall. Climate change makes rainfall more
intense over longer periods, hours instead of minutes, centimetres instead of millimetres. In and around cities where the soil becomes less
permeable by new housing construction the situation becomes already
urgent recently. The Water-authority admits that the water pumping
system is already 1,100 years old. Totally new solutions are needed.
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However Climate change continues!!
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How to proceed?

In Breakout rooms the participants talked over possibilities to help
Maarten Poort solving his challenge. A new paradigm should be accepted, living under new circumstances instead of defending the old
way of life said Maria Rita Pais. Madelinde Winnubst concluded that at
the end the Western part of the Netherlands should be left. Bert Harmelink and Jos van der Mark introduced that cities should create water
storage areas integrated in the urban design. In total 18 participants
talked over the possibilities, representatives from Italy, Portugal, Poland
and the Netherlands. In the breakout rooms in smaller groups they exchange more personal experiences and their contribution to the challenges of climate-change and how that influences life in cities.

Website:
www.cponh-sosclimatewaterfront.nl
Facebook;
• https://www.facebook.com/CPONHSOSWaterfront/

Dr. Fred Sanders team leader of the Dutch SOS Climate Waterfront team closed the session with some final conclusions: 1. Exchanging thoughts helps, 2. Challenges as presented are not easily to solve
because of the large investments done in real-estate and infrastructure
in the past, and its great that webinars like this inside the ‘SOS Climate
Waterfront’ project helps us to stay fit in this covid-19 times. Thanks to
all participating, organizing and to the chairwoman Karen Jonkers.
Coming spring another webinar will be offered concerning drought
in delta areas and heat-stress in cities during severe dry periods due to
climate-change. In the meantime, the message is: stay healthy!
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